D I S C O V E R

D ATA M A N A G E M E N T
+ UNLIMITED CONNECTIVITY

Data Management + Communication. Simplified.

Solve your data management and communication challenges with the next-generation
software application, Topcon Harmony Referral System (Harmony RS). Harmony allows
you to connect all of your diagnostic instruments, regardless of manufacturer, in one
secure, web-based platform, while supporting both Artificial Intelligence integrations
and telemedicine.

Minimize Errors & Save Time
With Harmony’s integrated
workflow, patient information flows
seamlessly from an EMR directly to
the device, through Harmony and
back, reducing human errors and
reducing time spent entering patient
information at the instrument.

Unlimited Device Connections
& Reduced Costs
Harmony supports connectivity to
a variety of instruments, regardless
of device type and brand, allowing
you to centrally view relevant data
on a single screen and eliminating
the need for third party softwares.
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Harmony Referral System improves the management of
your patient exam data by allowing you faster access,
seamless EMR integrations and connection to every
instrument in your practice.

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Connects with any device, regardless of
device type and brand – DICOM or not.

Entire software package can be
hosted in our secure cloud or on site.

Browser-based applications allows
fast access to all patient exam data
from any computer, at any time.

Secure medical grade storage system
where all data is encrypted
and backed-up.

Worklist manager eliminates time
spent entering patient information
at the instrument.

Customisable reporting tool that
enables reports supporting your
clinical analytics

Easy to use. Quickly scroll through
your OCT, Fundus and other images.

Secure telemedicine portal
for 2nd opinions and referrals.
Accessible by accredited specialists
at any time or anywhere.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) integrations.
AI software may help early
detection and accurate diagnosis
in a fast and secure manner.
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Learn more about
Harmony RS today.
topconhealth.eu
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